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Securely trade your locked tokens
with Unvest NFTs & LVTs



Every cycle, huge gains
are made in presales

Investors access tokens in exchange 
for accepting lockups and vesting 
schedules lasting 6-48 months

Example presale terms



Investors make huge paper gains but 
cannot trade their tokens

If you vest in the bear,
your gains are wiped



Projects want to lock tokens
and limit circulating supply

but early investors demand liquidity... 
so they fight for short vesting
and large TGE % unlocks



The solution:



We make tradable vesting tokens the norm
By building free vesting tools for founders

(Our vesting contracts include built 
in code to support the secure 

transfer of LOCKED tokens, while 
protecting founders) 



THIS MEANS
LONGER VESTING

 LOWER UNLOCKS
THIS IS VERY VERY GOOD FOR PROJECTS

♥♥♥
AND EARLY INVESTORS

💚💚💚



Investors can take profits early 

New Buyers are able to access
tokens below market price

Presale price
$0.10 

Liquid market price
$20+ 

LOCKED FLOW
Predicted price range



Our First 2 Products...

(WE HAVE MANY MORE PLANNED)



COMPLETELY TRUSTLESS ON-CHAIN TRADING OF LOCKED TOKENS
ON ETHEREUM, ALL EVM CHAINS/L2s + CARDANO



The contract mints Liquid Vesting 
Tokens representing the rights to the 
original tokens, divided by instalment 
(eg. 3mth, 6mth) these are sent to 

investors and can be freely traded on 
their own market pairs

At TGE, a project owner sends 
their tokens to our audited 

contract, along with recipient 
addresses for their investors, 
and a few other vesting details

On maturity, the buyer 
holding the Liquid Vesting 
Tokens can redeem them 1:1 
for the original unlocked 

token via the Liquid 
Vesting contract





FULLY TRADABLE LOCKED TOKEN ALLOCATIONS WITH SUPPORT FOR LINEAR (BLOCK-BY-BLOCK)
VESTING + FLEXIBLE CLAIM TIMES. CAN BE DEPLOYED WITH EXISTING NFTs.





The contract securely stores the 
project tokens. Each investor is sent 
a unique NFT representing the rights 
to a particular allocation. Only the 
wallet holding the NFT can submit 

valid claim transactions against that 
allocation.

At launch, a project owner 
sends their tokens to our 

audited contract, along with 
recipient addresses for their 
investors, along with their 

desired linear (block-by-block) 
vesting parameters.

To sell your unvested 
allocation, simply sell 
your NFT. Once the buyer 
takes custody of the NFT, 
they can begin claiming 
tokens. NFTs can also be 
rented out on third-party 
marketplaces and split.



Then more to come...



Token

WHAT MAKES IT ALL POSSIBLE...



Stake for Protocol Revenue
Burn to access Razor
Payment in Marketplace
Voting & Governance
Earn with LCDs



Launching on CardStarter
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